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The Happiness Foundation dreams of sustainable happiness 

which we create ourselves, which grows by sharing,  

and which becomes greater day after day.
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The Happiness Foundation

3650 days

2005 2007 2009 2011 2013 2015

2006 2008 2010 2012 2014 2016

·  Established the Happiness Foundation

·  Launched SK Happy School(cooking)

·  Launched SK SUNNY China
·  Launched the Social Enterprise Unit
·  Opened Happy After School in Seoul and Busan

·  Integrated the Happiness Foundation and the Social Enterprise Unit
·  Opened O’neul the Korean Cuisine 
·  Launched the KAIST Social Entrepreneurship MBA program
·  Launched a social enterprise, Happy Narae Co.
·  Started full-day curriculum at SK Happy School

· Renewed the SK Happy School brand 
·  Launched Happy Together
·  Happy traditional Village Foundation 

opened an old house-themed resort, 
Gurume

·  SK SUNNY received the Education  
Minister’s Award at the 3rd Korean 
Education Donation Awards

·  Launched Wooran Foundation

·  Held the Happiness Foundation’s 10th Anniversary Conference 
titled “The Social Innovators”

·  Opened Happy Meal-box Plus Center
·  Signed an MOU with KAIST for the 2nd term of the KAIST Social 

Entrepreneurship MBA program
·  Signed an MOU for Happy Alliance and rolled out a campaign
·  Upgraded SK Pro bono programs
· Integration of Happy ICT and Happy Web & Media

·  Signed an MOU to deliver packed meals to the undernourished

·  Launched the secretariat of SK SUNNY

·  Expanded SK Happy School  
(to musicals, music and automobiles)

·  Established Happy Library and Happy New Life
·  Established Happy ICT, Happy Farm,  

Happy Green Net, and Happy Web & Media

·  Happy Meal-box authorized as the first social 
cooperative in Korea

·  Conducted impact investments based on social value

·  Happy Meal-box signed MOUs to offer better meals for children in 
Seodaemun-gu, Eunpyeong-gu, Mapo-gu and Seongdong-gu

·  Happy Meal-box developed 26 new menus
·  Happy After School in Ulsan received the 1st Best Social Enterprise 

Award from the Citizens’ Coalition for Economic Justice
·  Held the Se-sang Impact Investment Contest
·  SK SUNNY received a citation from the superintendent of 

education at the Seoul Metropolitan Office of Education
·  Launched a webzine, HappyAnd



President of the Happiness Foundation    Kee-won chey

Message from President 

10 years we spent together, 
100 years to spend together

The Happiness Foundation is a social contribution foundation committed to bringing happiness to our society by 
developing and promoting methods and models for serving our neighbors and communities. We discover and 
foster innovative and yet sustainable social contribution models so as to make our society healthier by taking 
various approaches and engaging people around us.

The Happiness Foundation has set its focus on the ecosystem of social enterprises and initiatives for cultural social 
contribution as innovative models for bringing positive social changes. As social enterprises are a model that can 
empower everyone involved to actively explore the future and create happiness, thereby effectively addressing 
social problems, the Happiness Foundation provides support for the social enterprise ecosystem and social 
entrepreneurs so that they can scale up on their own. Further, our education programs for educating talented 
young individuals based on SK’s talent nurturing philosophy provide a foundation in which young people can find 
themselves at the core of the virtuous cycle of education which enables them to support themselves and help 
those after them. Moreover, we promote the development of the food culture and industry and generate sound 
value in those areas. 

By making endless efforts to sustain the virtuous cycle of sharing, the Happiness Foundation has earned recognition 
for setting an example in corporate social contribution. And in the process, we have taken the lesson that in the 
center of social change should be people or talented individuals whose hearts are in the right place.

2016 is a special year that marks the 10th anniversary of the Happiness Foundation. 

In celebration, we held a conference which provided a forum for meaningful discussions, where we shared the 
lesson that future social contribution initiatives should be centered on people for success and suggested ‘Social 
Innovators’ as our new talent model. Also, we launched a digital white paper(archive.skhappiness.org) which 
archives all of our achievements, and by doing we could contemplate the meaning of the past 10 years we had 
spent together with our communities and the next 100 years to spend with them. 

The Happiness Foundation will continue to think and work hard to promote sustainable happiness, looking back 
at our footsteps and ahead into the future. We are determined to bring effective solutions to various problems in 
our society and take the lead in innovating the ways we share with our neighbors, so that we achieve happiness 
that is greater today than yesterday and will be greater tomorrow than today. 

The Happiness Foundation 

creates sustainable happiness 

which becomes greater by 

sharing day after day.
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The Highlights of 

2016

Happiness Foundation held 10th anniversary conference 
‘the social Innovators’

The Happiness Foundation turned 10-years-old in 2016. After making remarkable achievements in the fields of social 
enterprise, education and culture, we held a conference on Wednesday, August 31, 2016, so as to celebrate our 10th 
anniversary and present our vision for future social contribution activities based on the lessons we had learned and 
internalized. 
In the conference held under the theme of “The Social Innovators: Entrepreneur vs Enabler,” we shared meaningful time 
with our stakeholders, having in-depth discussions about the need for putting a new talent model, or social innovators, 
in the center of creating innovative future social contribution initiatives.

Happy Meal-box carried out the seoul 
Metropolitan Government’s public meal policies 

In order to improve public meals for children, the 
Happiness Foundation signed an MOU with Seoul 
Metropolitan Government and agreed to offer better 
packed meals for more undernourished children.  
As a result, the percentage of Happy Meal-box public 
meals offered in Seoul increased from 5% to 15%, 
thereby serving more delicious and nutritious meals  
to more children in Seoul.

Happy Meal-box opened the Plus center 

In celebration of the 10th anniversary in 2016, Happy 
Meal-box strengthened its business competitiveness 
by opening the Plus Center, which is an advanced 
social enterprise model.  
The Plus Center was established to enable a larger  
production scale, better social services and more 
competitive products and is well-equipped with 
the elements necessary for driving business 
competitiveness for not only public meals and 
social services for undernourished children, but also 
products for sale.  
Based on the successful establishment of the Plus 
Center in Jungbu(1st branch) and Seobu(2nd branch), 
we plan to strengthen the sustainability of Happy 
Meal-box program across the nation.
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Happy after school worked to launch 
social cooperative  

In order to deliver its after-school programs in an 
innovative manner, Happy After School worked 
to establish a social cooperative. It signed MOUs 
with EBS, Midam Scholarship Committee and 
Honam University’s Lalala School to build 
the foundation for expanding partnership 
and business areas. From 2017, Happy After 
School Social Cooperative will strengthen the 
sustainability of its programs by developing 
after-school activity content and new programs 
which utilize future content such as artificial 
intelligence(AI), drones and virtual reality(VR).

Happy traditional village launched new package program for Gurume 

Gurume, an old house-themed traditional resort, was praised for its newly launched 
snapshot package product. Enabling families and couples to capture the moments of 
their special occasions in snapshots and also stay in Gurume, the product gave them a 
wonderful time in a traditional place which has distinct beauty in each season.  
The launch reinforced Gurume’s position as a resort where customer needs and trends  
are met through traditional old houses, thereby promoting our traditional culture.

2016 Happiness Foundation Impact Investment Family day 

In order to increase collaboration and cooperation between impact investors, the 
Happiness Foundation held Impact Investment Family Day. CEOs and employees of social 
enterprises attended to share and cooperate on social missions and business models. 
Also, the employees received psychological counseling by counselors of the Todac Todac 
Cooperative, where they shared their own stories and empathized with each other.
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sK signed MOU with KaIst for second 
social entrepreneurship MBa program 
launch 

SK signed a second MOU with KAIST so as to foster 
social entrepreneurs. SK agreed to invest 12.5 
billion won in the next five years until 2021 and the 
Happiness Foundation to continue its support for 
the operation of the MBA program.  
The first MOU with KAIST produced 49 graduates, 
and 42 of 45 graduates who graduated with a plan 
to start their own business (93%) successfully 
started one. 11 of them combined attracted about 
1.5 billion won in investment, a testament to the 
recognition the social entrepreneurship MBA 
program is receiving both internally and externally. 
The second MOU will assist students taking the 
KAIST social entrepreneurship MBA program with 
scholarships, overseas training opportunities 
and research grants so as to help them grow into 
capable social entrepreneurs.

sK new school took part in various 
cultural events at home and abroad

SK New School took part in various events and 
enhanced its brand awareness and expertise.  
It participated in events such as a French cultural 
event Diner en Blanc Seoul, the 2016 Royal 
Culture Festival, and a food truck festival in 
Seoul in culinary and service parts, in which the 
participants from SK NEW School demonstrated 
their potential as soon-to-be food service 
specialists.

sK sUnnY officially launched social enterprise supporters

SK SUNNY, a college student volunteer group, launched Social Enterprise 
Supporters in 2016 as an official program. 
Social Enterprise Supporters had been run as a pilot program since 2015 
as part of the initiative to develop social enterprise support programs and 
successfully demonstrated its potential to lead a new area of volunteer activity. 
In 2016, SK SUNNY took its volunteer activities to the next level by working 
with 20 companies and making diverse achievements in areas such as PR, 
marketing and design.

sK Pro bono program has been upgraded

Since 2016, the Happiness Foundation has been in charge of 
operating the SK Pro bono volunteer group and developed it 
further based on the Foundation’s capacity for supporting social 
enterprises and know-how achieved from the operation of a 
volunteer group.  
SK Pro bono consists of Pro bono activities of SK executives and 
employees with expertise so as to serve the public good and 
achieve shared growth, and those who engage in the activities.  
In 2016, SK Pro bono introduced a further systematic model 
which involved process improvement to increase efficiency of 
activities and systematic support for the growth of the existing 
and new Pro bono activists. 
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The
Social
Innovators

10th Anniversary

During the past 10 years, the Happiness Foundation has  
created models for sharing and implementing innovative 
solutions to achieve sustainable happiness for everyone. 
Meanwhile, we learned the most important thing is fostering 
talented individuals. 

In celebration of our 10th anniversary,  
we held the 10th Anniversary Conference with the aim to look 
back at how we have served our neighbors and achieved our 
growth and to share innovative examples of social innovators 
who are the new talent model for social contribution, so as to 
present an ideal direction for social contribution activities to 
walk in. In addition, we published a digital white paper  
that contains all our history and achievements so far.

Based on our moves in the last 10 years, we will continue to 
think and work hard to drive sustainable happiness.  
We promise that we will renew ourselves and innovate  
in the next 100 years to come, building on the achievements  
we made in the past 10 years.
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The 10th Anniversary Conference  

of the Happiness Foundation

In celebration of its 10th anniversary in 2016, the Happiness Foundation held discussion forum where social innovators  
at home and abroad were invited. The Happiness Foundation paid attention to social innovators  

who worked hard to bring positive changes to the society in any form from their places. 

The conference was held under the theme of “The Social Innovators : Entrepreneur vs Enabler,” which provided a venue  
for sharing best practices in social innovation by social innovators as a new talent model, and discussing a direction  

for furthering social contribution activities with infrastructure for nurturing social innovators so as to help them realize their potential.

Also, the conference enabled in-depth discussions about why we need social innovators to address diverse issues present  
in our society and what qualifications and virtues are required for those individuals, as well as what our society  

as a whole should do to have a wider variety of such individuals. There were lots of concerns and suggestions made,  
but all of the speakers emphasized that the most important thing in social innovation is the will to lead the way.

The conference looked back at the progress the Foundation had made in serving the communities and achieving growth  
as it celebrated its 10th anniversary and shared the stories of social innovators who were leading the effort for problem solving.

Going forward, the Happiness Foundation will work towards sharing more with our neighbors  
and bring happiness to them by sharing its thoughts and new ideas.

What 
changes  
the world?
Key messages from keynote 
speeches and sessions of  
the conference

social Innovations of today 

Social impacts begin with discovering social problems and seeking  
innovative solutions.
Paul Klein / President of Impakt Corporation 

You have to start over even if you fail. 
naina subberwal Batra / President of AVPN

the social Innovators, the new Leadership of social contribution

Starbuck’s founder, Howard Schultz, was turned down 242 times for a loan.
Social entrepreneurs need such perseverance, tenacity and passion.
Byung-tae Lee / Professor at KAIST and President of KAIST Venture Investment Holdings

The most important attitude as a social entrepreneur is empathy and  
the daring thinking that is not bound to already existing solution.
Jane chen / Founder of Embrace Innovations

The empathy to understand another person’s feeling is a shortcut to creating  
community relation and bringing social change. 
sunit shrestha / President of Change Fusion 

Even with normal abilities, we can all drive social revolution if we widen the scope  
of our capabilities. 
sun-kyung Kim / Executive Director of Happy F&C Foundation 

Improving Infrastructure for nurturing social Innovators 

A strong social entrepreneur is born from a warm nest of community.
Young-bohk cho / Professor at Busan National University and President of Research Institute for Social Enterprise

Honesty and reliability are the growth engines for capturing hearts of investors and  
developing companies further. 
steven Lee / Founder and Investment Officer of Iungo Capital 

At the moment of dreaming, you have the execution power to actively participate and  
take the lead for anything.
Mi-ho Heo / President of Weenu 

A social entrepreneur should be a connector who combines different social missions  
into one so they can head toward the same goal.
Yeong-hee Lee / President of the Todac Todac Cooperative 

Working hard with responsibility and duty is a basic virtue that a social entrepreneur must 
possess.
Gyeong-i Han / Chairperson of Happy Meal-box Social Cooperative 

new Possibilities and challenges for social Innovation

Capabilities and know-how of individuals are shared and upgraded through communication  
and networking. 
seung-hwan Lee / President of Social Cooperative Seed Co-op(served in SK SUNNY Korea)

Alibaba’s CEO, Ma Yun, always explores new ways.  
What is important is ideas, the seeds that make innovation bloom.
Weihan Lin / President of WEAZM Technology Inc.(served in SK SUNNY China)

Japan has lots of excellent, over three-generation chefs.  
It is important to uphold one’s values and consistently pursue one thing.
Jun-seok Yang / Chef of Playce Group(graduate of SK New School)

A clear sense of purpose is like a cure which recovers the mind and the body exhausted from 
various risks and challenges.
thi thao nguyen(graduate of KOtO vietnam)

You can expect good results if you work with honesty and silence like a farmer cultivating a field. 
soon-ho noh / president of Donggubat(worked in Enactus)

Stories of 3,650 days

The Happiness Foundation’s  

10th Anniversary Digital White Paper 

Digital white paper is an online media that contained all of the meaningful records of sharing accumulated  
over 3,650 days in celebration of the 10th anniversary. As we reflected on the past 10 years  

with humility and made renewed commitments for the next ten years ahead,  
we recorded what we have done over the last 3,650 days in the paper.

The paper shows a clear overview of what we have been striving to achieve and the achievements  
we have made in the last 10 years and can be utilized as a reference material for both internal and external use. 

We hope that this white paper containing valuable experiences of the Happiness Foundation will act  
as a stepping stone for everyone’s growth and set the stage for sharing with more people.

* The white paper is currently available only in Korean.

[Click] Conference Website

[Click] Shortcut to the Digital White Paper 
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Interview
There are many people in the world  

with good intentions. 

However, it is a different matter whether good intention 

can genuinely change the world. 

A dream for a better world stems from a single seed. 

In order for this seed to grow into a healthy tree,  

it is essential to understand regional society and culture, 

identify the necessity of beneficiaries, and secure 

continuous and rational simulation. 

It may seem too complicated and lots to think about, 

but the Happiness Foundation is not afraid  

to take the journey. 

A success achieved with good intentions creates a better 

world, and a failure gives us lessons for a better world.
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Gyeong-i Han /  Chairperson of Happy Meal-box  
Social Cooperative

Interview _ 01
Happy Meal-box shares hope with more people

“Until the mid-2000s when Happy Meal-box was first launched, the manufacturing environment of public 
meals for undernourished children was in poor surroundings. After starting to work with Happy Meal-box, 
the 28 centers across the nation could have proper facilities and have systematic training and management 
in place, and they could also develop the wisdom of setting a direction as social enterprises.”

Gyeong-i Han, who was appointed as the 2nd Chairperson of Happy Meal-box in April 2016, took the lead 
in solving the polarization of meals for the vulnerable group. She is also serving as the head of Daejeon-
Daedeok Center and is spending busy times going back and forth once or twice a week to go to the Seoul 
Office after being appointed as the Chairperson. During the long years of activities, she felt it most rewarding 
when she saw “food” bringing “hope”. Currently, 70% of more than 400 people who are hired at 28 Happy 
Meal-box Centers across the nation are from the vulnerable group, including career-interrupted women 
and senior citizens. By delivering Happy Meal-box meals to them, Gyeong-i Han found the endless source of 
power to continue sharing from seeing their happiness.

“Food is what makes our children grow and follow their dreams every day. In that sense, meals have more 
meaning to children than just being something to eat. During the past ten years, Happy Meal-box has worked 
towards improving the quality of life for the vulnerable group and undernourished children. Based on these 
experiences, we will take the lead in creating an advanced social enterprise program and offering upgraded 
public meal services in the future. We hope that Happy Meal-box will help create a better society ten years 
later.”

The ‘food’ that Happy Meal-box  

delivers is ‘hope’ and ‘happiness.’

The changes seen in the people  

who eat meal-box  

and those who work with  

them are the driving  

force behind why we are able to  

continue with the program.
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seung-jae choi /  2015 Graduate from the Culinary 
Department at SK New School

A school that makes dreams come true

“Being completely well prepared in advance to provide food to customers is called ‘Mise en place’, and SK 
New School has become ‘Mise en place’ of the educational world in my life. I improved my basic skills through 
a perfect curriculum during the past year, with diverse experiences becoming a driving force for developing 
further in a short period.”

Seung-Jae Choi, a graduate from the SK New School culinary department, is now the executive manager of a 
Japanese fusion restaurant in the Hyundai Department Store in Apgujeong, Seoul. His role has grown more 
important as he now manages five staff members, and the experience of working with others in teams as 
necessary in the second semester at SK New School was very helpful, he recalled. His passion for learning was 
famous among his classmates, and fellow chefs he worked with in the field often asked him where he had 
been trained. Now he is trying to pass on all his know-how to his staff, while working hard to build his career. 

“The past year had been valuable experience and opportunity to pursue my dream of becoming a chef 
through classes on theories, practical skills, field experience, and general arts. Now, as a professional chef, I 
want to share my experiences with those with a similar dream and passion, as a way to pay back what I was 
given.”

For young people who dream  

of working in food service,  

SK New School is a reliable  

supporter who helps them move  

a step closer to realizing  

their dreams, by offering practical  

education curriculum by (active)  

F&B professionals.

Interview _ 02
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“SK Pro bono helps social enterprises streamline their social missions and business models and set up mid- 
to long-term strategies. Year after year, I feel the most important thing in Pro bono activities is that you try to 
understand in your heart the situations and challenges social entrepreneurs face.”

Assistant manager Johnny Jeong who has been with SK Pro bono for four years now served in the fourth 
SK SUNNY Hi-Teacher in 2008. The precious memories of bonding with children prompted him to join SK 
Pro bono. However, as the activities were too broad in scope and specialized, he spent the first year trying 
to learn about social enterprises, getting prepared before starting actual work, and he still studies and 
researches whenever he can as he continues his activities. Also, based on his experience, he has volunteered 
to work as a mentor for SK SUNNY Social Enterprise Supporters, a group of potential Pro bono activists, 
thereby helping to foster innovative young talent who will lead our society in the future. 

“SK SUNNY was more than volunteer activities. It was not just to build up qualifications, but it was a valuable 
time to further improve oneself and learn the value of sharing. I participated in social enterprise supporters 
program to learn about companies and the world and improve further by meeting various people. In 
particular, I got more interested in this field after seeing an older alumnus of SK SUNNY who is a participant in 
SK Pro bono activities, so that I applied to work as an intern at the Happiness Foundation’s Social Enterprise 
Development Team.”

Gyeong-chan Eo, a member of the 12th SK SUNNY leader group, participated in the Social Enterprise Supporters 
team which was newly launched in 2016. The Social Enterprise Supporters program offers college students 
the opportunity to take part in the PR, marketing and design projects of social enterprises, which grows 
their creativity and ability to execute. Filled with passion for making a difference, students learn about the 
ecosystem of social enterprises and think about how they can make positive impact across society. Working 
in Social Enterprise Supporters, Gyeong-chan Eo is growing his passion for Pro bono activities, while actively 
pursuing his dream.

Johnny Jeong / SK Pro bono and SK Hynix Assistant Manager
Gyeong-chan eo /  12th SK SUNNY Leader Group and Intern at the Happiness 

Foundation’s Social Enterprise Development Team

Interview _ 03
Talent donation drives change that leads to a sustainable society

SK SUNNY brings endless  

challenges and opportunities. 

We hope more college students  

who want to create positive  

impact through their  

creative ideas and hard  

work to join us.
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“Until now, lots of field experiences and knowledges were obtained in the field, but they were scattered 
here and there. However, through the Happiness Foundation’s social enterprise accelerating project, I could  
measure how many of our social problems our businesses can address and what economic value is generated 
in the process. As I could see the big picture for our business, I became confident that we can strengthen and 
deliver our fundamental value.” 

The Small Cinema Social Cooperative helps small cinemas with 100 seats(2 cinemas with 50 seats) to open 
in small and medium cities and counties that are in culturally isolated areas. The costs of completing the 
construction are supported by the central and local governments, and the Small Cinema Social Cooperative 
provides consulting throughout the whole process from selecting the site to completing the construction. 
After completing construction, it is responsible for the overall consignment and operation of cinemas. Since 
the first office began in 2010, there are currently 19 small cinemas in operation across the nation. It also 
offers cultural benefits to isolated neighbors through free group viewing for those with disabilities or playing 
movies in places having easy access. Also, it had the effect of creating jobs for 170 persons until now by 
actively hiring local residents for operating cinemas, and considered as one of the best companies to work 
for in the region with pleasant working conditions.
 
“As of 2013, there are about 100 local authorities without cinemas. The Small Cinema Social Cooperative 
aims to open up to the 30th cinema within the next two years. We plan to utilize the Happiness Foundation’s 
impact investments to set up a system for issuing and reserving tickets. As the system becomes more 
convenient, I hope to spread the happiness of sharing culture and the pleasure of watching movies to more 
people.”

seon-tae Kim /  Chairperson of the Small Cinema  
Social Cooperative

Interview _ 04
Cultural shelters, a gift for small cities

The Happiness Foundation is an investor  

that understands and promotes  

the value of social enterprises.

The experiences obtained during  

the process of accelerating  

social enterprises were helpful  

in making the values we create  

healthier and sustainable.
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The Happiness Foundation leads the efforts  

to build sustainable business models  

for social enterprises and strengthen the platform  

for discovering, accelerating and investing  

in social enterprises, in order to find innovative solutions  

to a range of problems present in society.

1 Achievement 01 Biz Model 

Achievement 02 Capital

Achievement 03 Entrepreneur 

PERFORMANCE OF  

SOCIAL ENTERPRISE  

PROGRAMS IN 2016



Biz Model

Happy Meal-box
Happy after school developed the next-generation educational contents and expanded its business areas,  
thereby further strengthening the sustainability of after school social enterprises.

Happy After School
Happy Meal-box enhanced social and economic competitiveness by applying Happy Meal-box reference  
model in the field.

 Accelerating growth by launching a new model for Happy Meal-box
·  Opened Jungbu and Seobu Plus Centers to strengthen social enterprises’ products, 

scale and competitiveness and to expand the scope of providing public meals
·  Launched the premium breakfast meal called Happy Breakfast, thereby enhancing 

business competitiveness, and collaborated with SK’s urban-rural collaboration 
program called WithNature to drive synergy in social contribution

 Increased social value by contributing to providing packed meals  
as public meals

·  Signed MOU with the Seoul Metropolitan Government to expand regions provided 
with improved nutritious public meals for undernourished children

 Expanding the scope of after school regions
·  Signed MOUs with the Midam Scholarship Committee, an educational social 

enterprise in Daejeon, and the Honam University’s Lalala School, an educational 
social enterprise in Gwangju

·  Laid the foundation for expanding into after school markets of Daejeon and  
Gwangju in 2017

 Establishing an integrated management system for Happy After School
· Developed and launched a management system(web / app)
·  Worked to build an online shopping mall for teaching materials and tools

 Reinforced the competitiveness of Happy Meal-box Social Cooperative
·  Expanded its membership and strengthened group purchasing strategy to drive 

revenue growth 
·  Raised awareness internally and externally through Happy Mailbox, a story contest 

on helping the undernourished

 Discovered new innovative educational contents and applying  
them in the field

·  Established innovation centers with educational contents companies EBS and  
joint education programs and came up with cooperation plans for contents 
development

 delivered more public meals nationwide and increased the percentage of  
public meal delivery in seoul

· Nationwide : 3.04 million meals in 2015 → 3.66 million meals in 2016
· Seoul : 5% in 2015 → 15% in 2016

 expanding business regions
·  4 regions in 2015(Seoul, Daegu, Ulsan and Busan) to 6 regions in 2016(Seoul,  

Daegu, Busan, Daejeon and Gwangju)

 Improving the competitiveness of Happy Meal-box social cooperative
· Secured 26 members in 2016
· 6.6 billion won in revenue in 2015 → 7.85 billion won in 2016

 securing business competitiveness by discovering and promoting excellent contents
·  Discovered 15 new contents and selected the final 7 contents to be applied  

at Happy After School
·  Implemented 3 items in the second half of 2016; the rest to be rolled out in 2017

 OuTCOME  OuTCOME

 OuTCOME  OuTCOME

 ACTIvITy  ACTIvITy

 ACTIvITy  ACTIvITy

3.66 million meals nationwide /

 Seoul 15 %

26 members /

7.85 billion won

6 business regions

7 excellent contents
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Biz Model

Happy Traditional village 

Happy F&C
Happy F&c expanded its business fields to overall food and beverage industries and reinforced its business 
competitiveness based on its know-how on the Korean food industry.

Happy traditional village contributed to vitalizing the local economy in andong by upgrading  
the capabilities of its traditional culture programs.

 Improving customer utilization and operating profit for Withnature
· Increased customer utilization from 55% in 2015 to 57% in 2016 
· Increased operating profits from 470 million won in 2015 to 510 million won in 2016

 OuTCOME

 ACTIvITy

SK Social Enterprises 
sK social enterprises have taken the lead to increase social impact by launching innovative social 
contribution models.

 Innovating methods of implementing social contribution through  
SK Social enterprise 2.0

· Achieved scale-up and drove innovation for SK social enterprises 

 Formed Happy Alliance, a private social contribution alliance,  
to strengthen Happy Meal-box and Happy After School programs

·  Developed and improved public meals jointly, and improved the quality of after-
school programs 

·  Created more social value by forming an alliance of 14 companies and starting 
business in December

·  14 companies : GS25, Domino Pizza, Woongjin Foods, Beautiful Coffee, Organica, 
Vitamin Angels, Dongbu Insurance, Soongsil University’s CK Instructional 
Development Institute, SK Planet, SK Hynix, MARVRUS, Midam Scholarship 
Foundation, The Happiness Foundation, and SK Group

 ACTIvITy

 Consignment of Andong’s traditional programs and opening of pilot programs
·  Expanded partnership with Andong Mask dance Festival and local companies after  

taking on the operation of the Yeumteo Village in Andong
·  Attracted more visitors to Andong in connection with the traditional resort Gurume

 Strengthened plans to attract more customers to the traditional resort Gurume
·  Launched a snapshot package for capturing special moments, thereby leading  

the new vacation trends
·  Offered seasonal promotions each season, thereby driving both first-time visits and 

revisits

 ACTIvITy

· Happy Traditional Village revenue increase : 15% up in 2016 from 2015. 
· Gurume hosted about 23,300 guests, cumulative.

* Opening of Gurume : July 2014

 OuTCOME

 Securing the sustainability of its food service programs by acquiring the 
urban-rural collaboration program called WithNature

·  Renewed the online service of WithNature 
·  Discovered and developed services to re-engage dormant customers and drive 

service use

 Securing the competitiveness of culture programs by expanding external 
consulting services

·  Provided consulting for the opening of Gyeonggido Governor’s official residence 
‘Good Morning House’ and took charge of its operation 

·  Planned and implemented the Andong Yam promotion project, as part of the 
program to promote specialty foods of cities and towns in Gyeongsangbuk-do

42.9 billion won

15 % /  
About 23,300 persons  total revenues of 11 sK social enterprises(excl. Happy narae co.)

· 36.9 billion won in revenue in 2015 → 42.9 billion won in 2016, up 16% 
·  24 billion won in social value in 2016 

 OuTCOME

57%  /510 million won
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Capital

Discovering, Accelerating and Investing on Social Enterprises 
In order to improve healthy growth and expand the ecosystem of social enterprises, we cooperated and 
formed alliances with diverse stakeholders, while also strengthened the foundation to maximize social 
and economic impacts of impact investment companies.

 Expanding the impacts within the ecosystem of discovered and  
accelerating fields

·  Selected 6 companies out of companies that applied for impact investments  
(Well-Union, Becos, SOCARE, N.thing, Small Cinema Social Cooperative, Tella)

·  Held the 4th IR Camp and Demo Day to provide opportunities to link with impact 
investments

 Promoting best practices in the ecosystem of social enterprises
·  Introduced the Happiness Foundation’s ‘investment based on the measurement  

of social impacts’ as best practices at ‘Asian Venture Philanthropy Network(AVPN) 
2016’

 expanded to discover not only social enterprises and social ventures but also 
venture companies that solve social problems

·  167 social enterprises were discovered from the 2016 Se-Sang Impact Investment 
Contest in the first half of the year

 OuTCOME

 ACTIvITy

 Supporting the growth of impact investees and invested in innovative 
ways

· Supported the growth of financial and social values of investees
·  Invested in Coolidge Corner Investment’s CCVC Syndicate Lead Fund to seek ways  

to raise funding for social enterprises through cloud funding

 Promoting and establishing partnership with start-ups and investment 
institutions

·  Signed MOUs with institutions such as D.CAMP and Coolidge Corner Investment 
which support fledgling businesses and invest in them, thereby contributing to the 
expansion of the social enterprise ecosystem

 Invested in three funds and made direct investments in 18 social enterprises 
 Investments in funds and direct investments combined reached  

5.85 billion won, cumulative.
 Investees of the Happiness Foundation attracted new investors and  

raised 8.2 billion won cumulative. 
 (as of december 31, 2016)

 OuTCOME

 ACTIvITy

Discovered 167 social enterprises

5.85 billion won / 
8.2 billion won

Entrepreneur

KAIST Social Entrepreneurship MBA
KaIst social entrepreneurship MBa provided the foothold for further strengthening the professionalism 
of start-up education for young people and innovating start-up education.

 Strengthening customized promotion system according to start-up 
stages 

·  Operated the advanced start-up training program(SAVE*) in connection with  
regular curriculum

·  Supported scale-up of the initial business model by linking with SK Group and  
the Happiness Foundation’s businesses(Happy Eco Phone, SK SUNNY)

·  Supported companies in the stages of commercialization in cooperation  
with KAIST Venture Investment Holdings 

* Social–Aspiring–Venture–Engine

 students of the 3rd business start-up course all successfully started their own 
business

· 11 students started social enterprises and finalized commercialization(100%) 
· 1 student specialized in social economy(social finance)  
· 3 students received impact investment

 OuTCOME

 ACTIvITy

 Establishing the platform for accelerating advanced social entrepreneurs
·  Signed 2nd MOU with KAIST for managing Social Entrepreneurship MBA  

(from 2017 to 2021)
·  Operated KSEF*, a program for aspiring social entrepreneurs  

(offered group mentoring, etc.)

* KAIST Social Entrepreneurship Forum

 amount of impact investments attracted for graduates : a total of 1.5 billion won 
(11 persons in cumulative numbers) 

·  1st : 2 persons(2015) / 2nd : 6 persons(2016) / 3rd : 3 persons(2016)
 More than 70% of entrepreneurs acquired in business models out of 21 of 5th 

graduates in 2017

 OuTCOME

 ACTIvITy

11persons /100 %

11persons /1.5 billion won
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The Happiness Foundation takes the lead to  

foster young talents who are tomorrow’s leaders 

and promote the value of culture by sharing  

and spreading its innovative education and 

 culture programs.

2 PERFORMANCE OF  

EDUCATION AND CULTURE 

PROGRAMS IN 2016

Achievement 01 Education

Achievement 02 Culture



 ACTIvITy  OuTCOME

 

 Strengthened creativity and expertise of programs in connection 
with internal and external resources and capabilities(R&C) and social 
enterprises

• Operated programs for providing emotional care to children in community centers for 
children in connection with Happy Meal-box(115 volunteers, 300 beneficiaries)

•  Provided coding education program and after school programs to elementary schools 
in connection with Happy After School 
(15 schools in Seoul, Daegu, and Busan, 118 volunteers, 136 beneficiaries)

•  100 SK SUNNY volunteers participated in Social Entrepreneur Supporters*, a program 
operated as a regular program in 2016, and promoted entrepreneurship.

*  Companies participated in Social Entrepreneur Supporters

First half : Donggubat, Law&Company, Mic Impact, Bravepops Company, Oyori Asia, Coffeejia,
 Travelersmap, Happy Meal-box, Happy After School Foundation, Happy Farm

Second half : Norandeulpan, Manocompany, Moduda, Bravepops Company, Vitamin Angels,
 Sejinplus, Eco Party Mearry, Jarakdang, Happy Meal-box, Happy After School

Education

achieved 100,000 Facebook fans for the first 
time as a college student volunteer group

Promoted networking between older  
and younger generations through career 
talk concert

·  370 SK SUNNY participants
·  Discovered 15 persons who worked  

in SK SUNNY as outstanding models

100,000 persons

370 persons /15 persons

recognized for the excellence of sK sUnnY 
Programs 

·  Awards : Minister’s Award at the Korea Education 
Donation Awards, Community Chest of Korea 
Chairman’s Award at the Korea Sharing Awards, 
Cultural Sharing Award at the 11th Korea Social 
Contribution Prize, and Jeonju Mayor’s Citation  
(Gi-ryeong Wang, 11th SK SUNNY Leader Group)

Received 4  awards

College Student volunteer Group SK SuNNy

sK sUnnY developed global leaders and future social innovators through Korea-china  
joint programs and social enterprise-linked programs.

 Creating synergy for fostering global talents by expanding Korea-China 
cooperation

• Held the Global Happinnovator Contest, Internship and Camp, including volunteering  
for Vietnamese children with facial deformation annually  
- Contest :  operated new Korea-China joint teams and made final selection 

(2 teams from Korea, 1 team from China, and 1 joint team) 
 - Camp :  promoted Creative School curriculum in China 

(30 students from SK SUNNY Korea and China, respectively,  
 and 80 children beneficiaries)

 - Internship : Introduced SK SUNNY global leader fostering system

 Discovered young talent and upgraded networking programs 
• Held Career Talk Concert four times to strengthen networking between older and younger 

generations. 
• Upgraded programs for networking between older and younger generations  

-  Operated on- and off-line programs to further networking, by building online communities 
and holding Homecoming Day, etc.

 ACTIvITy  OuTCOME
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 ACTIvITy  OuTCOME ACTIvITy  OuTCOME

Education

 Expanding F&B professional and seasoned lecturers and collaborations with 
industries

• 73% of lecturers in the culinary department and 75% in the F&B service department are 
previous or active F&B specialists.

• Continued to promote cooperation with businesses, increased internships and provided 
more employment-linked opportunities

 Participated in internal and external cultural events*, improved brand awareness 
and strengthened expertise

* Participated events : Diner en Blanc Seoul, Seoul Food Truck Event, Royal Culture Festival, etc.

signed 38 MOUs of university-industry 
cooperation(as of december 2016)

·  Signed new 5 MOUs with hotels and 
restaurants in 2016

38 MOus

SK Pro bono

sK Pro bono upgraded the system and established promotion plans based on  
the Happiness Foundation’s know-how on operating volunteer organization  
and capabilities from supporting social enterprises.

SK New School

as an institution for fostering professional talents in food industry,  
sK new school raised its brand awareness and strengthened specialized  
training through tailored curriculums to meet industry needs.

 Improving accessibility to Pro bono activities
• Opened channels for applications on demand
• Introduced proactive matching method between social enterprises and members
•  Developed new programs that lowered quantity of activities

 Establishing education system that strengthening the capabilities of  
Pro bono activists

•  Introduced new education program(1 program)
• Developed educational contents(3 contents)

Promoting participation rate and operation
·  80 SK Pro bono activists provided 

consultation to 85 social enterprises
·  Provided mentoring and consultations to  

SK SUNNY as future Pro bono activists

80 Pro bono activists

Provided consulting on 120 cases in 17 fields, 
including management marketing,  
Ir branding, law, interpretation & translation, 
and It.

120 consulting cases

employment rate of 2016 graduates
·  About 90% of culinary department and  

F&B service department on average

Major places of employment
·  Hotels : Walkerhill Hotel, Four Seasons Hotel, 

Kensington Jeju Hotel, etc.
·  Restaurants : Kwon Sook Soo, The Green 

Table, DesserTree, Mingles, SOIGNÉ, etc.

90%
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Business Overview

 ACTIvITy  OuTCOME

Korean Food Culture

We have spread the excellence of Korean food culture  
by promoting recipes of O’neul the Korean cuisine and actively advertising them.

 Promoted the excellence of Korean food by increasing opportunities  
to participate in external events

• Operated the culinary services for experiencing royal palace life at the Royal Culture Festival
•  Carried out joint promotions for seasonal Korean dishes* with the monthly magazine  

<Home with Full of Happiness>

* Dano(the fifth day of the fifth month of the lunar calendar) dining, Dongji(winter solstice) party

• Introduced popular home-made menus to Korean people

contributed to promoting 
the Korean food culture 

·  Revisits to O’neul the 
Korean Cuisine rose from 
76% in 2015 to 83% in 2016

83%

Culture

ranked in two rankings for 
the best restaurants in Korea 

·  The 2016 KOREAT TOP 50 
and the 2016 Blue Ribbon 
Survey

Ranked Top 50
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A social contribution foundation committed to the development 
and promotion of creative and sustainable business models.

vISION

INITIATIvE

We provide those who want to shape their own 
future with the opportunity to grow.

MISSION

Mission & Vision

the Happiness Foundation is a social contribution foundation dedicated to innovating  

the ways of and expanding the ecosystem of sharing. We drive positive changes in  

our communities by promoting happiness created on our own and shared with others.

education Programs to Grow expertise culture Programs to advance creativity social enterprise Programs to drive 
effectiveness

We provide specialized training and education 
for those who are willing to work hard to 
bring about positive changes in order to help 
them support themselves. Creative talents 
fostered through our education programs in 
various fields transform the way we serve our 
communities, while spreading a virtuous cycle 
of sharing.

We spearhead the efforts to re-create and 
disperse the value of our tradition and culture. 
We contribute to our society by executing 
innovative ideas, while we grow the value of 
our traditional and cultural assets.

We lead the growth of the social enterprise 
ecosystem to suggest innovative and yet 
practical solutions to social problems.  
We make social enterprise business 
models, build the platforms to nurture 
social enterprises, and produce capable 
entrepreneurs, in order to facilitate the growth 
and spread of social value.
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Social Partners Model 

Happy Meal-box Social Cooperative happydosirak.org

Happy Meal-box Social Cooperative aims to grow and fulfill social value by improving the quality of public 
meals and creating jobs for the underprivileged. It offers free, high-quality meals to the undernourished 
through joint purchasing of food ingredients and development of standardized menus by target groups 
with different nutritional requirements. It also raises the quality of public meals overall by sharing its critical 
know-how with local communities.

Happy After School(in Seoul, Busan, Daegu, Ulsan) happy-school.org

Happy After School is a social enterprise founded in collaboration with local governments and the Office 
of Education so as to offer after-school programs on commission. It presents solutions to a range of social 
problems by closing the educational gap, reducing private education costs and creating new jobs and is 
currently located in four regions, such as Seoul, Busan, Daegu and Ulsan.

Daegu Happy Future Foundation dg-hf.org

The Daegu Happy Future Foundation was established by SK and the Daegu Metropolitan Office of Education 
in a bid to help teenagers explore their careers. It provides customized career training for teenagers so they 
can find and pursue their dreams. It also contributes to creating new jobs and revitalizing the regional 
economy by nurturing career education specialists.

Happy Traditional Village gurume-andong.com

Happy Traditional Village was built by SK in cooperation with the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism 
and local governments in Gyeongbuk and Andong. Revitalizing old traditional houses and villages with 
high social value, it preserves those old houses, promotes traditional culture, provides employment for the 
underprivileged and contributes to regional development. Also, it operates Gurume, an old house-themed 
resort, which it developed into an innovative business model.

Happy F&C happyfnc.org

Happy F&C is a social contribution foundation specializing in food culture established by SK to foster 
professional talents in food service industry and contribute in the development of food culture. By running 
O’neul the Korean Cuisine, we contributed in spreading the value of Korean food and reinvested revenues to 
support SK New School, a professional job training program in food service. In 2016, we acquired the social 
contribution program called WithNature, which had been operated by SK to enable the shared growth of 
urban and rural regions, and have presented a vision for a sustainable food culture.

Happy Together

Happy Together supports released prisoners to be socially and financially viable. It helps them restore 
relations with their families, and turns them into social entrepreneurs through its public meal service 
programs for local communities that generate both social and economic value.

SK R&C Models

Happy Narae Co.  mro.co.kr

Happy Narae Co. is Korea’s largest social enterprise responsible for MRO(Maintenance, Repair, Operation) 
purchasing. It presents a new model for social enterprises to achieve win-win growth through social value 
creation by making preferential purchases from social enterprises, supporting and accelerating new social 
entrepreneurs and hiring underprivileged people.

Happy ICT  happyict.co.kr

Happy ICT was newly launched in 2016 by integrating the old Happy ICT which employed underprivileged 
individuals, thereby providing ICT-based solutions to serve public good, and Happy Web & Media which 
offered IT services by people with disabilities. The purpose of the integration of the two companies was 
to create maximum synergy enable by the two companies in areas such as ICT-based business, human 
resources and social value, and to create sustainable growth potential by discovering new business 
models suitable for new business opportunities and new solutions to serve the public, in light of the recent 
developments in ICT. Happy ICT is poised to grow into a competitive player in the ICT market, provide ICT 
solutions and platforms for rural areas and other social enterprises, and become Korea’s best ICT social 
enterprise which innovates ICT services for the public and employment of people with disabilities, thereby 
helping individuals with disabilities turn into capable IT specialists.

Happy Green Net  happygr.org

Happy Green Net was launched by SK Broadband together with the local governments of Gyeonggido 
and Anseong-si and the Korea Employment Agency for the Disabled to ensure self-support of those with 
disabilities and address environmental degradation. It was renamed in 2015 from Happy Green Recycling. 
It supports employment of people with disabilities by providing programs for creating jobs to enable 
their self-support and practical vocational programs such as on-the-job training, in-house education and 
corporate training programs. It also helps tackle environmental problems through recycling initiatives, such 
as inspecting, washing and packing old facilities for reuse.

Happy Ecophone  happyecophone.com

Happy Ecophone was established by SK Telecom in order to protect the environment and employ the 
vulnerable. It repairs abandoned mobile phones or turns them into product so they can be reused, and in 
the process it creates social value by hiring the underprivileged to do the job.

Development  
and Promotion  
of Social Enterprise 
Models

Social Enterprise Programs
We achieve continued growth of the social enterprise ecosystem by 
promoting balanced development of three key areas : business model, 
capital and entrepreneur. 

Biz Model
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Capital

Online Platform for Social ventures and Social 
Enterprises

The Website Se-sang se-sang.com 
This website provides the knowledge, information and op-
portunities to network necessary for the ecosystem of social 
enterprises, and programs for and information on discover-
ing, accelerating and investing in social enterprises.

Finding Candidates

Se-sang Impact Investing Contest 

The Se-sang Contest aims to find promising social enterprises and social ventures which seek social 
value and innovation and try to solve social problems by business mechanisms. The winners are given 
an opportunity to participate in IR Camp, an intensive accelerating program to make them ready for 
investment attraction, and Demo Day, a special event to link them with investors.

Process

Application 
submission

Document 
screening

On-site 
evaluation

Presentation 
evaluation IR Camp Demo Day

Discovering, 
Accelerating and 
Investing in Social 
Enterprises

Accelerating

Accelerating Programs(IR Camp)

This program aims to facilitate business stabilization and growth acceleration and support investment 
attraction of social enterprises and social ventures. It provides education and consulting on reviewing 
business models, building mid- to long-term business strategies and pitching to investors, as well as the 
opportunity to present their business plans to potential investors and investment institutions(Demo Day). 

Programs

Experts, mentors and managers are assigned to each program to help companies prepare for final business 
pitching.

Formulate detailed 
business strategies 
by establishing and 
reviewing business 
models and analyzing 
relevant industries 
and markets.

Business coaching

Provide opportunities 
to work with SK 
partner companies by 
matching employees 
of business 
divisions relevant 
to participating 
companies.

connection to  
sK Businesses

Make a system for 
quantifying and 
deriving indicators of 
social performances 
that companies 
create through their 
business.

Measuring social values

Provide IR 
opportunities with 
one-on-one investor 
meetings and actively 
support participants 
to attract investment 
via Demo Day

Ir

Investment target selection criteria

‧Social mission(clarity, urgency, scale of social issues)
‧Commitment of the entrepreneur and the teamsocial entrepreneurship

‧ Social value created and to be created(last and next 3 years) 
‧Innovative models to create social valuesocial value

Business capacity

Impact Investment

Impact Investment Based on Social Value

Impact investment is an investment method that targets companies, organizations and funds with the 
intention to bring positive impacts on the society together with financial profits. By impact investing, we 
ensure that social enterprises and social ventures pursue both social and economic value and achieve 
both qualitative and quantitative growth.

Investment Process

Deal 
Screening

Due  
Diligence

Deal 
Structuring Negotiation Deal 

Execution

‧  Business performance and growth potential  
(revenue, operating income, etc., last and next 3 years)Financial value ‧Financial soundness 

‧Market attractiveness

‧  Capability of the entrepreneur and the team  
(expertise, execution capacity, communication skills) ‧Corporate culture
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KAIST Social Entrepreneurship MBA Program 
This is the world’s first full two-year social entrepreneurship MBA course developed in cooperation with 
the Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology(KAIST) in order to produce social entrepreneurs 
with the ability to start and effectively run an innovative business. With the aim of enabling all students to 
start their own social enterprises, it offers classes taught by excellent professors from KAIST, specialized 
curriculum on starting a social enterprise, mentoring on business startup, and incubation programs. 
Moreover, the SK Center for Social Entrepreneurship provides incubation for the MBA students and supports 
the development and spread of the MBA curriculum and academic research activities.

SK SuNNy besunny.com

SK SUNNY is a college student volunteer organization that leads to bring about positive social changes by 
identifying practical models that seek to address diverse social problems and serving our communities 
through volunteer work. It aims to foster innovative young minds that our society needs by preserving 
and furthering SK’s social contribution assets for contributing to social development by nurturing talent. 
The creative ideas and voluntary, proactive and practical activities of SK SUNNY students are changing our 
society for the better. Every year, about 3,500 participants from 10 regions in Korea and 5 regions in China are 
sharing their passion and vigor with each other.

Programs to foster creative talents 

We help foster talented individuals so that they create happiness and make a difference via volunteer work. 
Our programs include an SK SUNNY leader group that designs, runs and promotes SK SUNNY programs 
nationwide, Career Talk Concert that provides career mentoring by previous SK SUNNY participants, and 
Homecoming Day where SK SUNNY participants share their visions and network with each other.

Programs to address social problems

SK SUNNY cares about and strives to address three social problems : school violence, alienation of the 
elderly, and discrimination against the disable. It has developed practical initiatives, such as Happy After 
School without School Violence to help school children develop good character to help prevent school 
violence; Happy Elders without the Alienation of the Elderly to create value through cross-generational 
communication and reduce the digital gap for seniors; and Happy Society without Discrimination against 
the Disabled to reduce prejudice by building sympathy between those with and without disabilities and 
those without.

Programs to foster global leaders

With its Chinese arm since 2010, SK SUNNY has supported Korean and Chinese college students to grow 
into global talents through joint volunteer activities, including Global Happinnovator Camp, Contest and 
Internship. In particular, it strengthened its execution capacity to foster innovative and young global talents 
through SK Happy Social Contribution Fund founded in Beijing in 2013.

Entrepreneur Education

Education and Culture Programs
We foster innovative young minds through professional job training and 
creative talent fostering programs, while taking the initiative to ensure 
sustainable growth of the cultural industry.

Fostering 
Innovative Social 
Entrepreneurs

Fostering  
young Talents  
and Leaders
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SK New School  sknewschool.com

SK New School offers specialized vocational curriculum to foster creative talents in the food service industry 
with high growth potential through its culinary and F&B service departments. Its full-day, field-based 
curriculum and education environments and active engagement of Korea’s top chefs and F&B service 
experts in Korea, who gladly join in the efforts to help with the self-support of students more effectively.

Culinary department

This department provides practice-based training in Korean cuisines, French, Italian, and confectionery 
and bakery, as well as courses to build basic skills to become professional chefs. It is intensively focused on 
growing students’ self-support capacity so they can stand on their own feet in society upon completing the 
course. It has reinforced practical training with sufficient resources available, which allows a set of cooking 
devices and facilities for each student. Furthermore, its field-based curriculum includes on-the-job training 
and special lectures by experts, in addition to the regular curriculum.

F&B service department

This department started in 2014 as a three-month pilot program to produce F&B service managers and then 
became a regular full-year course in 2015 after proving its effectiveness during the pilot operation. Its field-
based specialized curriculum is provided by experts from high-end hotels and restaurants in Korea, covering 
F&B service basics, service techniques, food and beverages, learning English, field training and special 
lectures. F&B service managers refer to the professionals who are the front line of customer communication, 
in charge of serving customers at F&B companies, including hotels and restaurants, as well as running and 
managing the places.

O’neul the Korean Cuisine
O’neul the Korean Cuisine promotes the value of the Korean food culture by providing high-quality Korean 
food and enabling a unique experience. It serves traditional Korean food in which nature and culture are 
blended, in places where various different functions such as a hall, a bar and private rooms exit in harmony, 
via specialized services by sommelier, receptionists and customer managers. Also, it presents a vision for 
nurturing talent in the field of Korean food by reinvesting the revenues generated in supporting programs 
for the self-support of students at SK New School.

Culture

Spreading  
the values of  
Food Culture

SK Pro bono 
Since its launch in 2009, SK Pro bono has provided various activities for free to encourage shared growth 
and promote public interests through SK employees’ professional capabilities relevant to individual and 
corporate activities. Since 2016, the Happiness Foundation has been in charge of SK Pro bono programs and 
introduced more advanced and systematized models based on its know-how and professional capabilities 
in education and culture programs so that it effectively carries out the mission of achieving shared growth 
of individuals and society.

Promoting 
Shared Growth of 
Individuals  
and the Society
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Organization 
and Management

President

Kee-won chey

Directors

Jae-ho Yeom President of Korea University

Moo-sung chung Vice-president of Soongsil Cyber University 
 Vice-president of Korean Association of Nonprofit Organization Research

tae-kyu Park Honorary professor of economics at Yonsei University

Hyun-chun Jung Head of Corporate Contribution Committee at SUPEX Council in SK Group

Hang-je Yoo Executive Director of the Happiness Foundation 
 Vice-president of Corporate Contribution Committee at SUPEX Council in SK Group

Audit

Yong-jick Kim Representative Lawyer of Kim, Choi & Lim (KCL) 
 President of the Autism Korea

※As of 2016

Management

※As of 2016

Communication Team

Management Support 
Team

Education 
Program Team

Happy F&C 
Foundation

SK Pro bono TFSE Development 
Team 2

SE Development 
Team 1

Investment and 
Acceleration Team

President

executive director

Social Enterprise 
Division

Education and 
Culture Division

Organization
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the 2016 annual report of the Happiness Foundation

The Happiness Foundation publishes an annual report  
which summarizes its business activities and achievements  
in 2016 so as to inform various stakeholders.
The report includes notable achievements  
of programs carried out in 2016 as well as the progress  
and significance of the efforts made.  
It has been produced after validation by relevant staff and 
leadership based on thoroughly reviewed results.

Publisher : The Happiness Foundation
Publication Date : February 2017
Publishing Director : Kee-won Chey
Contact :  Jangmun-ro 60(Dongbinggo-dong),  

Yongsan-gu, Seoul, 04393, Korea
Website : skhappiness.org
Design : Lucre Inc.

2016 ANNUAL REPORT
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